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Abstract

Modern data centers host tens of thousands of servers that communicate mutually using high speed network interconnects. Cost and compatibility reasons persuade many such centers to consider Ethernet for their baseline communication fabric. Until recently, Ethernet speeds inside data centers averaged 100 Mbps. However, evolution of IEEE 802.3 led to the development of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps Ethernet. Such high speed Ethernet requires proportional scaling of TCP/IP processing for network intensive applications to really benefit from the increased bandwidth. While IP is expected to scale well in this context, TCP is known to have problems supporting very high data rates at very low latencies.

One such shortcoming is the catastrophic collapse in TCP's throughput that occurs when the number of servers sending data to a client increases past the ability of an Ethernet switch to buffer packets. In this talk we investigate the root causes for TCP's throughput collapse in data centers and examine a transport layer fix that is effective in addressing this problem.
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